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Lord Shree Swaminarayan

Extracts from Sanskar Deepika - Part 7

It is the darkest before the dawn.

Lord Shree Swaminarayan
Sadguru Shastri Shree Sarveshwardasji Swami
Commencement of the Festival in Jetalpur

The supreme Lord Shree Swaminarayan decided to hold a magnificent festival in
Jetalpur and had sent invitations to people all around the country. Consequently, sants
and disciples gathered in the village from all the surrounding regions. As a part of the
festival, the Maharudra sacrificial ceremony was to be performed and thousands of
Brahmins were present to perform the ritual. Amongst them, some were of the Shaktipanthi cult and others were from the Kaul-panthi cult. Shree Hari knew that due to their
misunderstanding, these Brahmins advocated the observance of ceremonies in which
animals were sacrificed. Rather than performing the rituals and becoming freed from
their sins, they were actually amassing more and more sins by performing violent sacrifices.
With this in mind, Shree Hari used references from the Vedas and explained the manner
in which the performing of non-violent (ahimsa) sacrifices, in which no animals are killed,
has been actually prescribed. He then commenced the non-violent ceremony.
The ceremony commenced on Posh Sud 8. All the articles required, such as barley,
sesame seeds, ghee, were collected together. Shree Hari had appointed Nanabhai from
the Village Nardipur to be the main person to perform the ceremony, whilst the other
Brahmins of Halvad, Umreth etc. were asked to sit around the ceremonial fire and perform
the rituals. The sound of verses from the Vedas being recited resonated throughout the
whole of Jetalpur village. Whilst the festival was being held, lavish meals were offered to
the Brahmins twice everyday. Shree Hari would hold vast assemblies and explain the
magnificence of God, whilst the sants would sing devotional songs. People who had
never encountered the Satsang previously started singing the praises of Shree Hari and
His sants. They acknowledged that they had never heard such wondrous discourses
about God; and furthermore, they had never seen such obedient, devoted and talented
sants. People were amazed about the manner in which so much food was amassed and
prepared in such a short time, and recognised that this was truly a miracle, which not
even a great king, with all his armies and might, would be able to do this. In this manner,
the glory of Shree Hari was spread throughout the regions, and His greatness started to
be sung in each and every village.
Non-violent Sacrifices; Sanctioned by the Scriptures
The unsurpassed greatness of Shree Hari was being spread everywhere. However,
those from the Vam-margi and Shakti-panthi cults could not endure seeing this. One of
these was a Shakti-panthi Brahmin from Mahemdavad whose name was Bansidhar. He
had come to Jetalpur with his disciples and asked to debate about the true interpretations
of the scriptures. Shree Hari called Krushnaram, Hariprasad from Kashi, Narayanram,
Damodar from Surat, Narbheram, Nathuram from Ahmedabad, Rupshankar from
Vadodara, Aasharam from Nadiad, Durgashankar from Visnagar, and other Brahmins to
Him and asked, “Many Brahmins worship Devi and offer alcoholic drinks and meat items
to her. Furthermore, some kill animals as part of their ceremonies. Are such practises
sanctioned by the scriptures?” Hearing this, Narbheram from Ahmedabad, who was well
versed in all the scriptures, said, “Those who offer alcohol and meat to Devi are actually
the lower caste Shudras. Those who founded the Vam-margi cult wrote their texts in

order to propagate their own evil ideas. The scriptures would never give credence to the
killing of another being. In fact, the scriptures state that a person who does not look at all
creatures as being part of his own is actually a blind man. If someone hurt us, how much
pain would we experience? Similarly, all animals feel pain. Life is precious to all animals.”
Explaining further, Rupshankar from Vadodara recited some verses from the Taitari
Brahman scripture, in which non-violence has been explicitly advocated. However,
Bansidhar was not interested in any of this; he was not convinced. His sect believed that
a person should give importance to their own strength and superiority over all other
creatures. Consequently, he asked, “If someone has upasana for Shakti, what kinds of
articles should be used for his worship?” The scholarly Brahmins replied, “All the scriptures
state that God is the controller of all other strengths and powers. Laxmi, Saraswati etc.
are all forms of the strengths of God. In the same way that the worship of God is performed
with fragrant sandalwood paste, auspicious kanku and rice (akshat), coconuts, and sweet
and savoury food that has been prepared using cleaned grain, can be offered to God,
these same articles can be used for the worship of God’s powers.”
Bansidhar’s thinking was in accordance with the ideas of the Shakti-panthi cult.
Therefore, he thought that the answer to his question would give credence to the use of
alcohol and meat in worshipping the Shaktis (powers) of God. However, he was given a
completely different answer. The other Brahmins also said that by worshipping and
performing adoration to God, everyone else is also being worshipped and therefore, there
is no purpose in offering adoration or worshipping them separately.
Endeavours of the Adversaries to Create Havoc
Having heard all this, Bansidhar and all his disciples became extremely angry and
vowed amongst themselves to take their revenge; and cause mayhem in any manner
possible during this festival. They decided to call everyone with whom they had an affiliation
together, and resolved to convince the administrative chief of the Peshva empire, Vithhalrav
Babaji in Ahmedabad. He was also of the Vam-margi cult, to impose his might. The king
agreed to help them. He put a restriction around Ahmedabad and confiscated all the carts
of ghee, which were coming from Ahmedabad to Jetalpur to be used in the preparation of
the food. Furthermore, Bansidhar and his disciples managed to persuade the Brahmins
who were in the kitchens to throw all the food that had already been prepared into the
lake. The next day, the adversary Brahmins started to yell, ‘all the food has run out! Bring
us more ingredients. Thousands of Brahmins are still to be fed!’
The sants who were looking after the food stores started looking through the vessels
of ghee, but they were all empty. As some time had passed since the Brahmins had
asked for more ghee, and still it had not been given, the Brahmin cooks began to yell
loudly so that everyone would be made aware of the situation, ‘bring us some ghee!’
Shree Hari knew that this was the work of the evil minded Brahmins. Furthermore, word
had now reached Him that the Brahmins had thrown away food into the lake and they had
imposed a ban on any ghee from leaving Ahmedabad. Immediately, Shree Hari went to
the storeroom where the vessels of ghee were kept. After looking through them all, He
found one vessel, in which there was approximately five kilograms of ghee. Shree Hari
struck His stick on the side of the vessel and said, “You may remove as much ghee as
you need from this one vessel.” In accordance with the Lord’s words, the sants obtained
as much ghee as they required from this one vessel. The adversary Brahmins were
stunned by this miracle. They realised that no-one had the ability to defeat Shree Hari.

Ploy to Take Charge of the Festival Kitchens
Shree Hari knew that whilst these adversary Brahmins were in charge of the kitchens,
they would continue to create more havoc and mayhem. However, removing them, without
offending them, was not going to be an easy task. Shree Hari realised that He would have
to be tactful so that they move aside by their own will. Shree Hari went to the kitchens
together with several of His own disciples, who were also Brahmins. Shree Hari showed
that He had become extremely pleased with the cooks and said, “Oh My devoted Bhudevs!
You have prepared the food for many days now. You must all have become very tired. So
now, go and take some rest. Give these Brahmins the opportunity of preparing some food
for the festival.” In this manner, Shree Hari removed the adversary Brahmins from the
kitchens. He then said to the Satsangi Brahmins, “Make sure that you do not relinquish
control of the kitchens in any manner. If the adversary Brahmins cause a commotion,
make sure that you oppose them, even if you have to threaten them with sticks.”
The festival concluded on Tuesday, Posh Vad 10. The festival kitchens were still
under the control of the Satsangi Brahmins. In order that no-one would cause a commotion
on the final day, Shree Hari had told the Kathis to be ready with their sticks and guns, just
in case. When the Brahmins had sat down for their final feast, Shree Hari said to them all,
“My dear Bhudevs! I wish to offer food to each of you Myself. So take your time in eating.
Do not be hasty in any manner and do not cause any kind of a commotion. These Parshads
are ready and prepared, so that no-one creates any kind of disorder.” Due to the measures
that Shree Hari had put in place, none of the Brahmins were able to carry out any of their
plans to create unrest. In this manner, the festival was celebrated without any setbacks.
After the ceremony, Shree Hari presented each Brahmin with a gift of money. Seeing this
all, those Brahmins who had a genuine understanding and were virtuous understood the
greatness of Shree Hari; they abandoned their own faiths and became disciples of Shree
Hari. Word swiftly spread everywhere ‘the festival held by Lord Swaminarayan was such
a wonderful occasion, no event like it has been previously held and furthermore, no-one
in the world, other than He, can hold such a magnificent festival’.

(SLEDGE)

King House
House Boat

Lord Ghanshyam Makes Dead Fish Come Alive
- Shree Anantananddasji Swami
One afternoon, Lord Ghanshyam and His childhood friends, Madhav, Veniram
and others, went to Lake Meen to bathe. Whilst they were swimming, they came
across a fisherman who was filling up a basket with fish that he had caught from the
lake. Lord Ghanshyam became extremely saddened when He saw all the innocent
dead fish. He cast His merciful gaze on the fish. As soon as his gaze fell on the dead
fish, they became alive and leaped back into the water. Veniram and Madhav were
amused to see such a miracle but the fisherman became very angry and started
chasing Lord Ghanshyam to try to hit Him.
So that the fisherman would understand the sins he was committing by killing
the fish, Lord Ghanshyam made him see Yampuri. The fisherman saw the extremely
frightening figure of Yamraj, the king of Yampuri. The Yamraj had huge, penetrating
eyes, a long moustache, an elongated tongue and eighteen hands, in each of which,
he carried an unsheathed sword. The fisherman was terrified and started to tremble.
Yamraj’s attendants started to hit the fisherman with their maces.
When he could not tolerate the suffering any longer, the fisherman fell down
onto the ground and grabbed hold of Lord Ghanshyam’s feet. He cried and begged
to be saved from his torment. Lord Ghanshyam took mercy on the fisherman and
made Yamraj vanish. The fisherman now became convinced that this young child
was not a mere child but was indeed the supreme Lord Himself.
The fisherman told Lord Ghanshyam about the desperate situation and hard
times that he faced during his lifetime, which compelled him to start fishing to earn a
living. Lord Ghanshyam instructed him to live in accordance with the moral and
religious obligations and told him to perform manual labour to provide for his
sustenance. The fisherman bowed down to Lord Ghanshyam and promised that he
would not kill again to make a living, and then he went home. In accordance with the
Lord’s command, the fisherman started to live a decent life and abide by the religious
commandments. Soon thereafter, by the mercy of Lord Ghanshyam, that man became
relieved of his poverty and started to live a comfortable life.

(Unwanted) (unloved)

If you are planning for a year, sow rice (paddy).
If you are planning for educate, plant tree. If you are planning for a life time, educate a
person.
The heart of education is the education of heart.

Though your children come from you, but they are not your
children. They are children of God, gift of God.

You are an instrument, keep it neat and clean, you
are a weapon, keep it sharp and shining, you are a media and communicate properly, you
are actor, act your part and honour, you are a mother, rear and care your child and adove.

Extracts from Sanskar Deepika - Part 7
Note: For all those who are taking Sankskar Deepika Part 7 Examinations, the
syllabus requires each candidate to memorise the following two Vachanamrut. To
assist in the understanding of the Lord’s divine words, the Rahasyarth Pradeepika
Tika to each Vachanamrut is also given here in English. However, this is for
clarification only; and does not need to be memorised.
Gadhada First Section - 1
In Samvat 1876, Magshar Sud 4 (Sunday 21 st November 1819), Shreejimaharaj
arrived during the night at the living quarters of the sadhus, at Dada Khachar’s
court in Gadhada. He was dressed entirely in white clothing. A congregation of
sadhus and disciples from different regions had assembled before His lotus face.
Then Shreejimaharaj asked, (1) “Of all the means to please God, which is the
most difficult?” All the brahmacharis, sadhus and gruhasth disciples tried to answer
according to their understanding, but none were able to provide a satisfactory
answer. So Shreejimaharaj said, “Well! I shall answer. No means to please God is
as difficult as having a constant inclination (vrutti) of one’s mind towards the Murti
of God. The scriptures have not referred to any better achievement than to have
a constant inclination of one’s mind on the Murti of God, because the Murti of God
is just like a wish-fulfilling gem (Chintamani). Just as a person in possession of
such a gem can acquire whatever object he desires, a person who has a constant
inclination of his mind on the Murti of God, can instantly visualise Jeev, Ishwar,
Maya and Brahm, if he so wishes. He can also visualise God’s abodes, such as
Vaikunth, Golok and Brahm-mahol. Therefore, there is no other means more
difficult than having a constant inclination of one’s mind on the Murti of God, and
there is no other achievement greater than this [1].”
A disciple then asked Shreejimaharaj, (2) “What is the nature of that
which is called the Maya of God?” Shreejimaharaj replied, “For a disciple of God,
any obstacle that arises in his mind and hinders him whilst meditating on the Murti
of God, is called Maya [2].”
Muktanand Swami then queried, (3) “Having left his physical body, which is
composed of the five basic elements (panch-bhut), what form does a disciple of
God attain whilst going to Lord’s abode?” Shreejimaharaj replied, “By the will of
God, a disciple under the shelter of Dharmakul attains a Brahm-may form. Having
left their physical body, whilst going to the Lord’s abode, some disciples ride
eagles, some travel upon chariots and some make the journey sitting in aircraft.
The Lord’s disciples reach the Lord’s abode in this manner. This can be perceived
by a person who has achieved Yog-samadhi [3].”
A disciple then asked, (4) “Why is it that some people, despite having a longstanding association with the Satsang, still do not have as intense an admiration
for it, in the same manner that they have for their body and their relatives?”
Shreejimaharaj replied, “He has not fully understood the glory of God. When a
sadhu, whose association can lead him to fully understand the glory of God, points
out his faults, he is unable to accept and remedy those faults. Furthermore, he
starts to demerit that sadhu. Due to this sin, such a person cannot develop an
intensive affiliation to the Satsang. This happens because any sin committed
elsewhere can be eradicated through the association of a sant. However, those

sins committed against sants cannot be eliminated by any other means, except
through the mercy of the sant. It is stated in the scriptures:
A sin committed elsewhere is destroyed at a holy place; but when committed
at that holy site, the sin becomes so embedded into that person, that it can not be
eradicated.
Skand Puran
For that reason, a person who does not demerit a sant, can acquire an
intense love for the Satsang [4].”
Gadhada First Section, Vachanamrut 1 {1}
Rahasyarth Pradeepika Tika
There are four questions in this Vachanamrut. In the first question, Shreejimaharaj says
that if one keeps the inclination of his mind constantly towards God, he can visualise the
abodes such as Golok, and also Jeev, Ishwar, Maya and Brahm, if he so wishes [1]. In the
second question, anything that creates an obstacle whilst meditating on God is Maya [2].
In the third question, a disciple of the Lord attains a Brahm-may form after leaving his
physical body [3]. In the fourth question, it is stated that a person who demerits someone
for commenting on a fault in him, cannot have affection for the Satsang and he becomes
a sinful person. That sin can be destroyed by the benevolence of a sant and therefore a
sant is called a holy place of pilgrimage (tirth) [4]. These are the four topics.
Q1 In Question 1, it is stated that the constant inclination of one’s mind on the Murti of
God is the most difficult of all the means, and is also the greatest achievement, to please
God. However, the mind and one’s inclination are both material (mayik) attributes. How
can the Lord be perceived through such material means?
Ans In the beginning, the soul is able to keep its inclination on the Lord through the mind.
Gradually, it becomes nirgun, and it can then visualise the Lord by its own accord. It is
said in the Hari-vakya-sudha-sindhu Chapter 208:
God accepts a disciple’s worship, only when he offers it after having become as holy as
God is. Therefore, one should remove the dirt, in the form of the three states of the body,
using water, in the form of sankhya-gnan. After having become as pure as God, if a
disciple meditates on Shreejimaharaj, he attains the ecstasy of Shreejimaharaj.
Q2 It is stated that a disciple who has his mind constantly inclined on the Murti of God
can visualise Jeev, Ishwar, Maya and Brahm, and the abodes such as Golok. In GFS.49
Q.2, it is stated that the visualisation of shat-chakra and the abodes like Golok without
God is called bahya-drashti. How should this be understood?
Ans This has been said to attract those disciples who are desirous of worldly objects
(sakam) and are endeavouring to reach an accomplished state (they are in sadhandasha), with a purpose of uniting them with the Lord. The relevance of this statement to
an individual disciple is dependent on the calibre of that disciple. In GFS.49, it is said that
the visualisation of the abodes, etc., excluding the Lord, is called bahya-drashti. However,
the visualisation of the abodes, including the Lord, and without the desire for anything
else, is not referred to as bahya-drashti. Such disciples have achieved an accomplished
state (siddh-dasha). In S.10 Q.2 T.3, it is stated, “God and His abodes are never far from
a person who has achieved antar-drashti, because God shows them His Murti and abode,
even though there is no aspiration from the disciple to see them.” In GFS.9 T.2, it is

stated, “I forcedly reveal to a disciple My divine prowess (aishwarya) and My Murti in My
divine abode.” Therefore, whatever the Lord shows of His own will, without any desire
from the disciple, is not called bahya-drashti. However, if the disciple himself desires to
visualise these, it is called bahya-drashti.
Q3 In Question 2, Maya is described as whatever causes an obstacle whilst meditating.
What is this Maya?
Ans Mul-prakruti and everything else that originates from it, as well as any thoughts
regarding it, should be regarded as Maya. Mul-purush is the category of Ishwar, which is
above Mul-prakruti. Above these is the category of Brahm. Higher than these, is the category
of Mul-akshar. All these create obstacles whilst meditating and in the comprehension of
upasana. Therefore, it should be understood that up to Mul-akshar, all the categories
create obstacles. It is only when the soul thinks of itself as Akshardham - the lustre of
Shreejimaharaj - which is beyond Mul-akshar and is the cause of Mul-akshar, and becomes
absorbed into that lustre by concentrating on the Murti of Shreejimaharaj, can it be said
that no obstacle exists between the meditating disciple and Shreejimaharaj. Therefore, it
should be understood that up to Mul-akshar, all can be considered as being the creators
of obstacles.
Q4 In which Vachanamrut is it stated that the lustre of Shreejimaharaj is the cause of
murtiman Mul-akshar?
Ans In K.8 T.1, Shreejimaharaj has said that His nirgun form, i.e. His lustre, is the Aatma
of Mul-akshar. In GFS.64 T.1, this lustre is described as pervading through Mul-akshar
and is his Aatma and his Drashta. Thus, the lustre of Shreejimaharaj is the cause of Mulakshar.
Q5 It is understandable that Maya can raise obstacles in the form of thoughts and volitions
etc., but how do the categories of Ishwar, Brahm and Mul-akshar create obstacles?
Ans A lamp is seen when our eyes make contact with its light; stars are seen when our
eyes make contact with their light; the moon is seen when our eyes come into contact
with moonlight; and the sun is seen when our eyes come into contact with sunlight. In the
same way, if we believe it to be united with the lustre of Mul-purush, who is above Mulmaya, our soul can attain the contact of Mul-purush’s lustre, i.e. Ishwar. Only then can we
attain the Mul-purush status. However, above this, is the Brahm status and this has not
been attained. Ishwar can therefore be considered to have created an obstacle in achieving
the Brahm status. Similarly, by associating with the lustre of Brahm, the Brahm status
may be attained, but not the Akshar status. From this perspective, Brahm can be considered
an obstacle. By associating with the lustre of Akshar, the status of Akshar can be attained,
but Purushottam is not attained. In this context, Akshar acts as an obstacle. When our
soul comes into contact with the lustre of Purushottam, He is attained, and the obstacles
of Akshar, etc. do not exist. It is stated in GFS.51, “Purushottam can only be visualised
when one becomes like Purushottam.” Thus Shreejimaharaj is supreme; above Akshar,
etc. Only after having believed oneself as His lustre and uniting with His divine abode, i.e.
His lustre, can a soul become one with Shreejimaharaj. Shreejimaharaj can only be attained
in this manner, but not in any other way.
Q6 In which Vachanamrut is this lustre defined as the abode of Shreejimaharaj?
Ans The lustre is described as His divine abode in P.1 T.1 and it is called His own lustre
in GFS.66 T.1. The explanation of this is given in Partharo Q&A.2.
Q7 In which Vachanamrut is Brahm described as being hierarchically between Mul-

purush and Mul-akshar?
Ans In K.10 Q.1 T. 4, the hierarchical position of Brahm is said to be between Mulpurush and Mul-akshar. This Brahm is referred to as Vasudev, the Lord of Shwet-dweep.
The divine abode of this Vasudev-brahm is above Golok, the abode of Mul-purush, and it
is the abode of this Vasudev-brahm that is referred to as Brahm-pur in Am.7 T.1.
Q8 In Question 3, it is said that a disciple of Dharmakul attains a Brahm-may form.
What should be understood by the term Dharmakul, and what is a Brahm-may form?
Ans Here, it should be understood that Dharmakul means the son of Dharma, i.e. Lord
Shree Swaminarayan Himself. It is stated that His disciple attains a Brahm-may form.
Brahm is the lustre of Shreejimaharaj. Those that unite with this lustre and meditate on
Shreejimaharaj attain a sakar form, similar to that of Shreejimaharaj, which results from
that meditation. This is what is called a Brahm-may form.
Q9 When can it be said that one has left his body? When he has acquired true spiritual
knowledge or when his physical body dies?
Ans When one visualises the Murti of Shreejimaharaj within his soul, it may be said that
he has left his body. Even though his physical body may remain, it is similar to the sloughed
skin of a snake. This is not the same for someone who is of the Siddh-mukta state. He,
by the will of Shreejimaharaj, appears in a human body, although he actually has a divine
form. When the snakeskin-like body of a soul finally falls, Shreejimaharaj shows a chariot,
aircraft, etc., to take it to the divine abode, but even this is only shown so that other souls
can realise. In reality, someone who has become Brahm-roop does not need a chariot or
aircraft, because he has already realised Shreejimaharaj and for him, there is no coming
or going to the divine abode. He has already achieved this status.
Q10 One who has achieved Yog-samadhi can see the soul going to the divine abode.
Who should be known as someone who has achieved Yog-samadhi?
Ans Someone who has a constant rapport with Shreejimaharaj is regarded as he who
has achieved Yog-samadhi. However, this does not refer to someone who practices Yoga,
and has yet to visualise God.
Rahasyarth Pradeepika Tika 1
Amdavad - 7
In Samvat 1882, Fagan Vad 7 (Thursday 30th March 1826), Swami Shree Sahajanandji
Maharaj was holding the narration of the Vasudev-mahatmya, in the room above
the gate to Shree Nar-Narayan Temple in Amdavad. He then arose and presided
on a dais under the neem tree near the gate at the time of dusk. A pink coloured
turban (pagh) was adorned on His head from which tassels of roses were draped.
He was adorned with many garlands of rose flowers. A white shawl (pachhedi) was
draped around Him and He was wearing white trousers (surval). He was presided
facing East in a congregation of munis and disciples from various regions that
had assembled before His lotus face.
At that time, Pragji Dave asked a question to the munis. (1) “Describe the manner
through which the mind never strays away from God.” Shreejimaharaj replied,
“Here! I shall answer that.” Saying this, Shreejimaharaj continued, “In the village
of Piplana, at the home of the Brahmin Ladha, I asked Ramanand Swami, ‘are you
the eternal (sanatan) God or are you a contemporary (aadhunik) God?’ Ramanand
Swami did not say anything. He did not answer the question. During the famine of
Samvat 1869 (1813 CE), when I became ill, I went to Kshir-sagar, where Shesh-shaiyiNarayan rests on Shesh-saiya. I saw Ramanand Swami there. He was dressed in a

white dhoti and a shawl was draped around him. I also saw many others sitting at the
lotus feet of Shesh-shayi-Narayan. I then asked Narayan, ‘who is this Ramanand
Swami?’ Narayan then replied, ‘he is the one who knows Brahm.’ Then, Ramanand
Swami merged into the body of Narayan. After that, I returned to My physical body
and looked within Myself. I visualised the place where pranav and naad are heard
and just then, the bull Nandiswar (the vehicle of Shiv) arrived. I sat on him and went
to Kailash. From there, I sat on Garud (the eagle that is the vehicle of Vishnu) and
went towards Vaikunth and Brahm-mahol. However, Garud was unable to fly there,
so I flew alone and went to the abode of Shree Purushottam, which is above all.
There, I saw that only I am Purushottam; there is no other who is greater than Me.
Having travelled to all these places, I returned to My body and again looked within
My heart. I realised that the one who creates, sustains and destroys the infinitely
many cosmoses is also Me; and it is due to My lustre that infinitely many Shivs,
Brahmas of infinitely many cosmoses, and infinitely many Kailashs, Vaikunths, Goloks,
Brahm-purs, and infinitely many other abodes are all lustrous. What am I like? If I
were to nudge the Earth with My big toe, the lands of infinitely many cosmoses
would start to quake. The suns, moons, stars, etc., are all lustrous due to My lustre.
If someone understands Me in this manner and develops a determination for Me,
his mind never strays away from God, i.e. from Me [1].
“Furthermore, I ensure that all the souls that have come to My shelter and will
come to My shelter, and understand this, attain My supreme abode. I will ensure
that they become like the omniscient, and I will make them capable of performing
the creation, etc., of the cosmoses. However, having attained this prowess, they
must not start to believe, ‘only I am eminent’, and disregard the pratyaksh Shree
Nar-Narayan in the guise of a sage. They must not allow such egotistical thoughts
to arise. They should realise, ‘it is due to the mercy of Lord Shree Swaminarayan
that I have attained such greatness.’” In this manner, Shreejimaharaj answered
this question [2].
Amdavad Section Vachanamrut 7 [227]
Rahasyarth Pradeepika Tika
There is one question in this Vachanamrut, in which it is stated that there were some
disciples who were determined that Ramanand Swami was God. In order to eradicate
this misunderstanding, Shreejimaharaj has stated in this Vachanamrut, that Ramanand
Swami became merged into Shesh-narayan. Shreejimaharaj has then stated His own
glory: Whilst riding on Nandiswar and Garud, He went to the abodes. However, Garud
was unable to fly there, so He left Garud there and continued to His abode, which is
greater than all. Even there, only He is Purushottam; He saw no-one else greater than
Him. It is only He who creates, sustains and destroys all the cosmoses. The infinitely
many Kailashs, Vaikunths, Goloks, Brahm-purs, and the abodes beyond them, are all
lustrous due to His lustre. If someone has understood this and becomes determined
about Him, no manner of faltering can occur [1]. He has stated that He ensures that all the
souls who have come to His shelter, and will come to His shelter, and understand Him in
such a manner, attain His Akshardham, which is greater than all the abodes stated
previously, i.e. those starting from Kailash to the other abodes; and will attain the ability to
perform actions such as creation, etc. One should realise that those abilities come to an
individual due to the Lord’s mercy [2]. These are the two topics.
Q1 In T.1, Shreejimaharaj asked Ramanand Swami, ‘are you a contemporary God or

are you an eternal God?’ Who can be called the eternal God and the contemporary God?
Ans He who is independently authoritative is called the eternal God. Whoever has the
power of his superior inherent within him is called the contemporary God. Therefore, only
Shreejimaharaj can be described as the eternal God. All others, including Vairaj, Ahankar,
Mahat-tattva, Pradhan-Purush, Mul-purush, Vasudev-brahm, and everyone up to Mulakshar, are dependent on Shreejimaharaj and possess prowess bestowed by Him.
Therefore, they are all called contemporary Gods.
Q2 It is stated that Ramanand Swami became merged into Shesh-shayi-Narayan.
However, in the Rahasyarth of the Partharo Q&A.13 and in the Rahasyarth of V.18 Q&A.3,
Ramanand Swami is said to be a Mukta of Shreejimaharaj. How should this be understood?
Ans Many sants and disciples believed Ramanand Swami to be God. Consequently,
they meditated on him and worshipped him. Shreejimaharaj has said this in order to
remove the belief that he is God. However, Ramanand Swami was indeed a Mukta of
Shreejimaharaj.
Q3 Infinitely many abodes such as Vaikunth are mentioned. Whose abodes are these?
Ans The Vaikunth abodes are those of the Vishnus; the Golok abodes are those of the
Mul-purushs; and the Brahm-pur abodes are those of the Vasudev-brahms. The abodes
of the Mul-akshars are mentioned as the other abodes. There are infinitely many of each
of these. This is further clarified in the Rahasyarth of K.10 Q&A 2.
Q4 In T. 2, it is said that Shreejimaharaj ensures that those who take His shelter become
capable of actions such as creation. However, in the Rahasyarth of K.10 Q&A.5 and
GMS.67 Q&A.1, it is stated that the processes, such as creation, are performed by Mulakshar and others within whom his prowess exists, but the Muktas do not perform such
tasks. How should this be understood?
Ans The attainment of a desirous (sakam) disciple is stated here; He ensures that a
desirous disciple becomes instilled with as much prowess as the categories such as
Mul-akshar. He keeps a selfless (nishkam) disciple close to Him, or within His own Murti.
Q5 The guise of a sage is mentioned. What is meant by being in the guise of a sage?
Who is being referred to in this instance?
Ans Shreejimaharaj manifested in a family of the Brahmin caste. He performed austerities
having assumed the guise of a sage. Therefore, He has described Himself as ‘the guise
of a sage’. This is stated in the Hari-vakya-sudha-sindhu verse 227

(meaning: in that manner, I ensure that the disciples who have taken shelter under Me,
and worship Me, are granted the prowess of the ability to perform creation, etc., of the
cosmoses. I enable them to be equivalent to the omniscient, i.e. equivalent to Me, and I
enable them to attain My abode (22). I conceal the prowess that exists within them. If I did
not conceal it, they would not have any regard for Me, the son of Dharmadev, who appears
in the guise of a sage (23). Whosoever has attained the strength of spiritual knowledge
(gnan), asceticism (vairagya), the religious decree (dharma), etc., has gained these
[prowess] as the benefits of My mercy, i.e. it should be known that they have been attained
only due to My mercy (24). Therefore, He has referred to Himself as being in the guise of
a sage. Rahasyarth Pradeepika Tika 227

